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KINGSTOWN BURNING

NEW RELEASE

Marley Cadogan, a socialite media personality, and
her two bona fides—Nubya, a sought-after fashion
designer, and I-Am, a spiritual herbalist—find
themselves caught in the crossfire of a regional ganja
war on the southern Caribbean island of Barbados.

Their journey spans across Barbadian gullies and
ghettos, ultimately rolling into the limelight of Marley’s
public world. Now she must question her loyalty to her
beliefs, and with her squad, set out on a quest that
will determine if there can be honor amongst thieves.

A lapse in judgment leads Judah, a strong, fiery soul,
to move in the wrong direction. Now Judah is being
hunted. His wife, Nubya, is discovered to be keeping
secrets, and her best friend, Marley, seeks out an
Obeah Man for protection, only to uncover a deeply
buried truth.

I-Am and her trigger-ready brother, Shotta Forward,
gear up to disrupt the fragile harmony of the streets in
a thrilling mix that moves along a mystical timeline on
a tropical paradise. Marley, I-Am, and Nubya
inadvertently discover what they are made of and are
left to determine if that makes them heroes or villains.

Available at

https://books2read.com/KingstownBurning
www.RachelleJGray.com

Rachelle J. Gray is an Afro-Barbadian American
writer, communications specialist, photographer,
and creative consultant. She is the former editor-inchief of BimROCK Magazine, and has also written
for Island Life Magazine and Innovate Barbados.

After graduating SUNY- Buffalo State College with
Bachelor’s degrees in Broadcast Production and
Business Studies, she spent the early part of her
career as a photojournalist for Barbados' leading
newspaper, the Nation, before establishing her
boutique multimedia agency GrayWorks Media in
2003. A social entrepreneur, she founded I-Queen,
a cultural festival that promoted Afro-Caribbean
women in the arts, education, and entertainment. As
an exhibiting photographer, her work has been
shown at MoCADA, and Queen’s Park Gallery.

A mother of one and an auntie to many, she is an
avid gardener, music enthusiast, and dancer who
enjoys a good laugh and a spicy story. Living and
working between the USA, Barbados, and Senegal,
Kingstown Burning is her debut novel.
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